MVA REPRESENTS PHENOMENAL INDUSTRIES, INC. IN GRAND OPENING OF ITS WELDING TRAINING CENTER

Moore & Van Allen PLLC attorney Michael E. Zeller led the team representing Phenomenal Industries, Inc. in the development and launch of its Welding Training Center in Chambersburg, Pa. The facility’s grand opening is today.

Phenomenal Industries is a global welding training and labor services company dedicated to consistently providing custom welding training programs and labor services worldwide.

MVA has provided legal counsel to Phenomenal Industries since its inception, including its corporate and immigration matters.

In addition to Michael E. Zeller, other MVA attorneys involved with the client include Amanda Carrano Franklin, Stephen M. Hader and Michael Tarwater, Jr.

Stefan Takac, President of Phenomenal stated: “MVA has provided us with phenomenal (pun intended) legal counsel since the very beginning and really helped to develop our business plan. Since we had the first meeting and presented our idea about the world’s first global welding training and certification center in the United States, the attorneys at MVA have always been extremely professional and determined to help us bring the idea to fruition.”